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The symmetrical propagation of gaseous explosions occurring in vessels with central 
ignition is characterized by the highest values of explosion pressures and rates of pressure 
rise. In many real cases, explosion ignition is no longer symmetrical and the spherical 
propagation of the combustion wave is strongly disturbed; as a consequence, some 
characteristic parameters of explosion in closed vessels, namely the maximum explosion 
pressure, the time to maximum explosion pressure and the rate of pressure rise, change 
substantially their values. Explosions of gaseous ethylene-air mixtures with various 
concentrations between 3.0 and 10.0 vol.% and initial pressures between 0.20 and 1.10 bar 
were experimentally investigated at ambient initial temperature, using several elongated 
cylindrical vessels with length to diameter ratio between 1.5 and 20.7. The ignition, made 
by inductive-capacitive electric sparks, took place near vessel’s bottom or in the 
geometrical center of the vessel. For the whole range of ethylene concentration, several 
characteristic stages of flame propagation have been observed. The duration and height of 
pressure rise in these stages were found to depend not only on ethylene concentration, but 
also on the volume and asymmetry ratio of each vessel. High rates of pressure rise have 
been found only in the early stage; in later stages lower rates of pressure rise are observed 
due to the increase of heat losses. The peak explosion pressures and the maximum rates of 
pressure rise differ strongly from those measured in centrally ignited explosions, in all 
examined vessels. In elongated vessels, smooth p(t) records have been obtained for the 
explosions of lean C2H4-air mixtures. In stoichiometric and rich mixtures, pressure 
oscillations appear even at initial pressures below ambient, resulting in significant 
overpressures as compared to compact vessels. In the stoichiometric mixture, the frequency 
of the oscillations was close to the fundamental characteristic frequency of the tube. 
Linear correlations were found for the maximum explosion pressures and the maximum 
rates of pressure rise against initial pressure, for all vessels and for both positions of the 
ignition source. The slope and the intercept of found correlations are greatly influenced by 
vessel’s volume and shape and by the position of the ignition source – factors which 
determine the amount of heat losses from the burned gas in closed vessel explosions. The 
heat losses appearing in the last stage of explosions occurring in asymmetrical vessels were 
estimated from the differences between the experimental and adiabatic maximum explosion 
pressures. These heat losses are higher when the asymmetry ratio L/D is higher and were 
found to depend linearly on the initial pressure. 
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